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ABSTRACT. A method introduced by Arjas & Gasbarra (1994) and later modi®ed by Arjas

& Heikkinen (1997) for the non-parametric Bayesian estimation of an intensity on the real

line is generalized to cover spatial processes. The method is based on a model approximation

where the approximating intensities have the structure of a piecewise constant function.

Random step functions on the plane are generated using Voronoi tessellations of random

point patterns. Smoothing between nearby intensity values is applied by means of a Markov

random ®eld prior in the spirit of Bayesian image analysis. The performance of the method

is illustrated in examples with both real and simulated data.
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1. Introduction

Arjas & Gasbarra (1994) introduced a new approach to the non-parametric Bayesian estima-

tion of the intensity (or hazard rate) of a non-homogeneous Poisson process on the real line.

The basic idea was to use piecewise constant functions with a random number and random

locations of jump times to approximate `̀ real'' (smooth) intensity functions. In this way an

intensity de®ned on a ®nite interval was parametrized by a ®nite number of real numbers.

Variability of this number led, however, to an in®nite-dimensional parameter space.

The form of piecewise constant intensities was chosen as a convenient way of arriving at a

simple model formulation and straightforward calculation for the posterior. Since Bayesian

inference is not concerned with selecting a point estimate (here single intensity function) from

the postulated model class, the precise functional form of its individual members is not as

crucial as in the frequentist approach. More important is that the integrals of test functions of

interest (e.g. predictive densities or probabilities) w.r.t. the posterior distribution obtained from

the approximate model are close to those obtained from the `̀ true'' model (see Arjas & Andreev,

1996). Furthermore, a `̀ Bayesian point estimate'', the posterior mean, does not necessarily

belong to the model class. In the present case pointwise posterior means do not need to form a

piecewise constant function since the jump times are variable, and indeed the posterior mean is

typically a smooth continuous function. Further discussion on the topic can be found in the

papers cited above and in Arjas (1996).

In Arjas & Gasbarra (1994) a prior distribution on the space of random step functions, or

jump processes, was speci®ed in terms of the corresponding local characteristics. A martingale

structure was assumed, which penalizes large differences between nearby function values. The

aim was, besides smoothing the oscillations, to have the change points concentrated on the areas

where the intensity is changing most rapidly.

The purpose of this work is to develop a similar method for the estimation of the intensity of a

spatial Poisson process. There are three non-trivial problems in doing this. First, how to generate
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random step functions in a ¯exible way that allows for local updating? We use Voronoi

tessellations of random point patterns to provide partitions to domains of constant intensity.

Hence, step functions are de®ned through marked point patterns, where the mark of a point gives

the intensity value inside the associated Voronoi tile. The second question is, how to model

similarity of nearby intensity values? The martingale model of Arjas & Gasbarra is inherently

one-dimensional. We apply the scheme of conditional autoregression, by specifying the condi-

tional distributions of individual intensity levels given the values of all others. Finally, there is

the problem of sampling from the posterior distribution, which has a variable dimension because

of the random number of steps. Arjas & Gasbarra modi®ed the Gibbs sampler in a way that

relied on a simple ordering of the generating points. In spatial point process literature simulation

methods for variable dimensional patterns already have a relatively long history (see, e.g.

Preston, 1977; Ripley, 1977). More recently, Geyer & Mùller (1994) developed a Metropolis±

Hastings algorithm for that purpose. Relying on the marked point process interpretation of our

posterior, these methods would be applicable here as well. Green (1995) formulated a more

general framework for variable dimensional problems, and also presented applications closely

related to ours. We have followed Green's approach in designing the sampler.

Green (1995) presented two examples where the idea of `̀ dynamic step functions'' was

applied to the estimation of an intensity function on the real line and of a surface on the plane.

In the latter one two-dimensional step functions were also generated from Voronoi tessellations.

The main concern in these examples was in ®nding change-points and boundaries in functions

that are truly discontinuous, and accordingly independence was assumed between values of the

step functions in different regions. In this sense our method is more general. In addition,

concurrent work on non-parametric Bayesian curve estimation includes Denison et al. (1998),

where sequences of piecewise polynomials are used instead of our step functions. Mùller et al.

(1998) is also closely related to the present paper, particularly its sec. 8 dealing with empirical

Bayesian inference for an intensity surface of a point process. A one-dimensional version of the

algorithm introduced here can be found in Arjas & Heikkinen (1997).

Much of earlier work (until 1994) on non-parametric Bayesian curve estimation is nicely

reviewed in Hjort (1996), although that paper is speci®cally concerned with density estimation.

Three alternative approaches are discussed there. The ®rst group of ideas uses the Dirichlet

process, or some of its relatives, as the main tool for specifying a prior. The second approach is

to place a prior on the coef®cients of series expansions, and the third to use locally parametric

approximations to the true curve, and then place priors on these local parameters. In a sense, our

approach is closest to this third one.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe in detail the Bayesian model.

Section 3 explains the algorithm for sampling from the posterior, and section 4 provides some

examples based on both real and synthetic data. The paper concludes with a short discussion in

section 5.

2. Model

Suppose we observe a non-homogeneous Poisson process within a bounded sampling

window S � R2. The likelihood p(xjë) (the density with respect to the unit intensity

Poisson process) of point pattern x � fx1, . . ., xNg � S is proportional to

exp ÿ
�

S

ë(x)í(dx)

� �YN
n�1

ë(xn), (2:1)

where ë: R2 ! [0, 1) is the intensity function of the process, and í is the Lebesgue measure
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on R2. We consider the inference concerning ë on a domain E containing S. We may choose

E to be larger than S to reduce edge effects, and also for prediction outside S (see section 5).

We construct a prior distribution for ë by considering the set of positive valued step functions

on E as a support. We use random partitions of E to determine domains of constant intensity;

we also let the number of such domains be random. Partitions E (î) � fEk(î)g of E are

generated via patterns î of generating points îk 2 E so that the domain Ek(î) consists of those

points of E which are closer to îk than to any other point of î. That is E (î) is the Voronoi

tessellation of î. A step function

ë �
X

k

ëk1Ek
(2:2)

is then de®ned by attaching to each generating point îk a mark ëk , the intensity level on

the corresponding Voronoi tile Ek .

The main reason for using Voronoi tessellations is that they can be updated locally: when a

new generating point is added to a tessellated pattern (or when one is deleted), only the tiles

adjacent to the new (or deleted) one need to be modi®ed (see Fig. 1). This property is essential

for the simulation algorithm of section 3 to be computationally feasible.

The prior distribution of the generating point pattern î is taken to be the homogeneous

Poisson process on E with a given intensity ëî 2 (0, 1), and with zero probability assigned to

the empty pattern. For a pattern î with K points, the prior density p(î) w.r.t. the unit intensity

Poisson process is then proportional to ëK
î if K . 0, and 0 otherwise.

The prior distributions of marks ëk is developed conditionally on the unmarked pattern î, and

it will contain an assumption of smoothness in the sense that the differences jëk ÿ ë jj between

intensities on adjacent tiles are expected to be small. Given a pattern î with K points, let us

index the points arbitrarily as î1, . . ., îK , and treat î as a vector (î1, . . ., îK ). A multivariate

Gaussian prior

p(çjî) / (2ð)ÿK=2jQj1=2
exp fÿ1

2
(çÿ ì)TQ(çÿ ì)g (2:3)

is assigned to the corresponding vector ç � (ç1, . . ., çK ) of log-intensities çk � log ëk .

Here K naturally depends on î, but also the mean vector ì � ( ì1, . . ., ìK ) and the pre-

cision matrix Q may in general be functions of î, although we will suppress these depen-

dencies from the notation for clarity.

Fig. 1. Left: a Voronoi tessellation (solid lines); broken lines delineate two `̀ sector triangles'' referred to on

page 438. The edge between them is perpendicular to the line passing through the two generating points and

it is half way between those points. Right: when a new generating point (the circled one) is added, its

Voronoi tile consists of parts `̀ conquered'' from the neighbouring tiles, other tiles are not affected.
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The expectations ìk may be chosen according to any prior knowledge of local intensities that

may be available. They could, for example, be functions of covariate values attached to the

corresponding tiles Ek . From now on we will assume, however, that they have been chosen to be

all equal, ìk � ì for all k.

The covariance structure is speci®ed by modeling p(çjî) as a Markov random ®eld on the

Delaunay graph of î: Sites k and j are neighbours, k � j (or, more precisely, k�
î

j; reference to

î will be made only when there is a possibility of confusion) if tiles Ek and E j of the Voronoi

tessellation of î share a common edge, and the conditional distribution p(çk jçÿk , î), where

çÿk denotes the sequence ç with çk removed, depends only on the neighbouring values ç j,

j � k (and on Ek). This implies that only those elements Qkj of Q, for which j � k or j � k,

may be non-zero, and that the conditional distributions p(çk jçÿk , î) are Gaussian with

expectations

E(çk jçÿk , î) � ì�
X
j: j�k

âkj(ç j ÿ ì), (2:4)

where âkj � ÿQkj=Qkk , and with variances

var (çk jçÿk , î) � ó 2
k � Qÿ1

kk : (2:5)

In specifying the joint distribution (2.3) via the local characteristics (2.4) and (2.5), that is, in

choosing the parameters âkj and ó 2
k, some consistency conditions must be imposed. The

symmetry of Q requires that

âkjó
2
j � â jkó

2
k : (2:6)

The matrix Q must also be positive de®nite, for which a simple suf®cient condition (Besag

& Kooperberg, 1995) is that the âkj are all non-negative andX
j: j�k

âkj , 1, for all k: (2:7)

The role of the prior as smoother now becomes apparent as

E(çk jçÿk , î) � 1ÿ
X
j: j�k

âkj

 !
ì�

X
j: j�k

âkjç j (2:8)

is a weighted average of the prior expectation ì and the neighbouring levels ç j, j � k.

A simple and yet rather ¯exible scheme satisfying the above restrictions is given by

âkj � l kj

l k

â and ó 2
k �

ó 2

l k

(2:9)

with hyperparameters â 2 [0, 1) and ó 2 . 0. Here l kj and l k are some simple functions of

the generating points î satisfying

l kj � l jk and
X
j: j�k

l kj < l k : (2:10)

The simplest choice would be to have all l kj equal (� 1) and l k equal to the number of

neighbours of k. We wish, however, to encourage adaptivity by allowing rapid changes where

the tiles are small and, on the other hand, have strong correlation between those neighbours

which share a long edge. Accordingly, we choose l k to be the area of tile Ek . In order for (2.10)

to hold we then let l kj be the area of the `̀ sector triangle'', which has the common edge of tiles

Ek and E j as one of its sides, and a vertex at the generating point îk (see Fig. 1). Owing to the

basic properties of Voronoi tessellations, the corresponding sector of E j is a mirror image,
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hence the symmetry l jk � l kj. Furthermore, the common edge is perpendicular to the line

passing through the two generating points, and hence the area can be easily calculated as one-

fourth of the product of the length of the common edge and the distance between the two

generating points. Another natural choice would have been to let l kj be the length of the

common edge. In that case l k should be the perimeter of tile Ek .

The precision matrix of our multivariate Gaussian prior p(çjî) can now be written as

Q � (1=ó 2)Ã , where

Ã kj �
l k if j � k,

ÿâl kj if j � k, and:

0 otherwise:

8<: (2:11)

The entire prior distribution p(î, ç) � p(î) p(çjî) has four hyperparameters: ëî controls the

resolution, ì gives the expected overall level of log-intensity, â determines the weighting

between ì and the neighbouring levels, and ó 2 between the prior and the data. Consider,

for a moment, a scheme where l k �
P

j: j�k l kj. As â approaches 1, this prior distribution

tends to the improper pairwise difference prior (Besag, 1989; Besag et al., 1995)

p(çjî) / (2ðó 2)ÿK=2 exp ÿ 1

2ó 2

X
(k, j):k� j

l kj(çk ÿ ç j)
2

( )
, (2:12)

and ì disappears. Hence, in the case where prior knowledge of the intensity level is vague,

we can give â a value close to 1, and the choice of ì is not crucial. We are then left with

two hyperparameters, ëî and ó 2, which control the degree of smoothing. In principle, ëî
determines how ®ne details of the intensity surface are shown. Very large values may result

in wiggly intensities that are following the data too closely, although this can to some

extent be counterbalanced by decreasing ó 2. Also the computing time increases with ëî.
Naturally, there is the option of treating (some of) these parameters as random variables,

by building one more level of hierarchy into the model. As pointed out by one of the

referees, this might also improve the mixing of the MCMC-sampler; varying ó 2, for

example, can be seen as a form of simulated tempering (see e.g. Geyer & Thompson,

1995). On the other hand, it may be useful to try out different degrees of smoothing and

use ó 2 as a control variable.

For the piecewise constant log-intensity function
P
çk1Ek

determined by î and ç, the Poisson

likelihood (2.1) can be written as

p(xjî, ç) � exp
XK

k�1

fN (Ek)çk ÿ í(Ek \ S) exp (çk)g
" #

, (2:13)

where N (A) is the number of points of x located within domain A. Our inference

concerning the intensity is now based on sampling from the resulting posterior distribution

p(î, çjx) / p(î) p(çjî) p(xjî, ç)

/ ëK
î (2ðó 2)ÿ1=2K jÃ j1=2 exp

"X
k

(
ÿ 1

2ó 2

�
Ã kk(çk ÿ ì)2

�
X
j: j�k

Ã kj(çk ÿ ì)(ç j ÿ ì)

�
� N (Ek)çk ÿ í(Ek \ S) exp (çk)

)#
: (2:14)

by means of a Markow chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. The details of the

algorithm are given in section 3.
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3. Simulation of the posterior

Our MCMC algorithm is adopted from Green (1995, sec. 5); motivation behind some of

the choices made below is also discussed there more thoroughly. The move types consid-

ered here are:

1. change of intensity level on one tile;

2. birth of a new tile (generating point); and

3. death of an existing tile (generating point);

with proposal probabilities hK , bK , and d K, respectively, depending on the current number

of tiles. We take

bK �
c if K < ëîí(E)ÿ 1,

c
ëîí(E)

K � 1
if K . ëîí(E)ÿ 1,

8<: (3:1)

d K �
0 if K � 1,

c
K

ëîí(E)
if 1 , K < ëîí(E),

c if K . ëîí(E),

8><>: (3:2)

and

hK � 1ÿ bK ÿ d K : (3:3)

The constant c 2 (0, 1
2
) controls the rate at which changes are proposed to the number of

generating points: For K . 1, we have bK � d K 2 [c, 2c]. Introducing these three move

types in detail below, we always denote by î � (î1, . . ., îK ) and ç � (ç1, . . ., çK ) the

current (arbitrarily ordered) sequences of generating points and their marks, and by î9 �
(î91, . . ., î9K9) and ç9 � (ç91, . . ., ç9K9) the proposed ones.

In a type 1 move an index k is sampled from the uniform distribution on f1, . . ., Kg, and a

proposal ç9k for a new log-level is drawn from the uniform distribution [çk ÿ ä, çk � ä), where

çk is the current value, and ä is a given sampler parameter. Since the proposal kernel is

symmetric, the acceptance probability is simply min f1, p(î, ç9jx)=p(î, çjx)g, and the posterior

ratio turns out to be

p(î, ç9jx)

p(î, çjx)
� exp

"
ÿ ç9k ÿ çk

ó 2
Ã kk

ç9k � çk

2
ÿ ì

� �
�
X
j: j�k

Ã kj(ç j ÿ ì)

( )

� (ç9k ÿ çk)N (Ek)ÿ (exp (ç9k)ÿ exp (çk))í(Ek \ S)

#
: (3:4)

Moves of type 2 and 3 are designed to form pairs of reversible jumps. Considering ®rst a birth

move, a proposal î9 for the location of a new generating point is drawn from the uniform

distribution on E. Let

î9k � îk if k < K

î9 if k � K9(� K � 1);

�
this ordering will naturally be applied to the proposed partition E 9, to the mark sequence

ç9, and to the corresponding Ã-matrix Ã9 introduced in section 2.

Let K 9 denote the neighbourhood fk: k �î9 K9g of the proposed new site, and let í9k ,

k 2K 9, be the areas the new tile E9K9 conquers from its neighbours, that is,

í9k � í(Ek)ÿ í(E9k) (3:5)
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yielding í(E9K9) �
P

k2K 9í9k . The log-level proposed for the new tile is then ç9K9 �
~çK9 � å, where ~çK9 is the weighted average

~çK9 �
X

k2K 9

í9k
í(E9K9)

çk , (3:6)

and perturbation å 2 R is drawn from the density

f (å) � C exp (Cå)=f1� exp (Cå)g2, (3:7)

where C is yet another parameter of the sampler (in addition to c and ä); these can be tuned

to improve mixing. Reasons for the form of density (3.7) are symmetry and easy sampling by

the inversion method: the inverse function of the cumulative probability is simply

Fÿ1(u) � Cÿ1 log
u

1ÿ u

� �
:

The proposal also includes modi®cations

ç9k � í(Ek)

í(E9k)
çk ÿ í9k

í(E9k)
ç9K9 (3:8)

to the neighbouring log-intensity values, whereby the integral of ç remains unchanged in

this type of move, that is,X
í(E9k)ç9k �

X
í(Ek)çk :

The death proposal reverses the above procedure: î9 is î minus one random point. Suppose,

for simpler notation, that death of îK is proposed, and let î9k � îk , k < K9 � K ÿ 1. The

current partition E � (E1, . . ., EK ) is updated to E 9 � (E91, . . ., E9K9) with

í9k � í(E9k)ÿ í(Ek), k�
î

K, (3:9)

and new log-intensity levels

ç9k � í(Ek)

í(E9k)
çk � í9k

í(E9k)
çK (3:10)

are proposed for k �
î

K.

Applying the terminology of Green (1995), the acceptance probabilities are of the form

min f1, (posterior ratio) 3 (proposal ratio) 3 (Jacobian)g: (3:11)

Suppose that a birth move is proposed from (î, ç) to (î9, ç9). Then the posterior ratio is

p(î9, ç9jx)

p(î, çjx)
� ëî(2ðó 2)ÿ1=2 jÃ9j

jÃ j
� �1=2

exp ÿ 1

2ó 2
DÃ � Dx

� �
, (3:12)

where

DÃ � Ã9K9K9(ç9K9 ÿ ì)2 �
X

k2K 9

"
Ã9kk(ç9k ÿ ì)2 ÿ Ã kk(çk ÿ ì)2 � 2Ã9K9k(ç9K9 ÿ ì)(ç9k ÿ ì)

�
X

j2K : j�
î

k

fÃ9kj(ç9k ÿ ì)(ç9j ÿ ì)ÿ Ã kj(çk ÿ ì)(ç j ÿ ì)g � 2
X

j=2K : j�
î

k

Ã kj(ç9k ÿ çk)(ç j ÿ ì)

#
,

(3:13)

since addition of one generating point alters the Delaunay graph only among the neighbours

of the new tile (some connections can break), and
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Dx � N (E9K9)ç9K9 �
X

k2K 9

fN (E9k)ç9k ÿ N (Ek)çkg

ÿ í(E9K9 \ S) exp (ç9k)ÿ
X

k2K 9

fí(E9k \ S) exp (ç9k)ÿ í(Ek \ S) exp (çk)g: (3:14)

Hence, evaluating the posterior ratio requires only local calculations except for the ratio of

determinants. We use a simple local approximation to this ratio obtained by ignoring

everything beyond the second order neighbourhood

K 0 �
[

k2K 9

Ek [
[
j�k

E j

( )
� E

of the new tile E9K9, that is, by replacing the determinants jÃ j and jÃ9j by determinants of

submatrices consisting of rows and columns corresponding to the indices in K 0 (and K9

for jÃ9j).
The proposal ratio corresponding to the proposal mechanism introduced above is

d K�1=(K � 1)

bK f (ç9K9 ÿ ~çK9)=í(E)
� [ f (ç9K9 ÿ ~çK9)ëî]

ÿ1, (3:15)

with the Jacobian���� @ç9

@(ç, å)

���� � Y
k2K 9

í(Ek)

í(E9k)
: (3:16)

For the corresponding death proposal (from (î9, ç9) to (î, ç) in the current notation), the

terms in the expression (3.11) of acceptance probability are simply the inverses of (3.12), (3.15)

and (3.16).

4. Examples

In this section we present three situations in which we have tested our method. In the ®rst

two examples the data were simulated from Poisson processes with given intensities on the

unit square S � [0, 1] 3 [0, 1]. The most detailed report is given from the ®rst test (section

4.1), in which a rather complicated continuous intensity surface was used. The second

intensity function (section 4.2), on the other hand, was a simple piecewise constant function

with only two distinct values. In our third example (section 4.3) we used a real data set

previously analysed by Ogata & Katsura (1988). The simulated data sets are available from

the World Wide Web address http://www.stat.jyu.®/,jmhe

We did not concentrate on optimizing the samplers. Rather, we ran them for so long that there

appeared to be no reason to doubt the convergence. In each run the sample size was M � 1000,

with a burn-in period of 100,000 basic update steps before starting the sampling, after which the

realizations after every 500th step were saved to form the MCMC-sample ë(1), . . ., ë(M) of

piecewise constant intensity functions from the posterior distribution.

The basic summary in each case is the surface of MCMC-estimates

ë̂(x) � 1

M

XM

m�1

ë(m)(x) (4:1)

of the pointwise posterior expectations E[ë(x)jx] evaluated on a square grid of 50 3 50 points

x spanning E. This is what we call posterior mean estimate below. We want to emphasize,

however, that the real result of the Bayesian modelling and statistical analysis is the whole
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posterior, here approximated by an MCMC-sample, and not some particular smooth function

of x. Such a posterior is impossible to display in a graphical form, which is why we have

mainly used the functions (4.1) in our illustrations. This should be kept in mind when

comparing below the Bayesian estimates to the ones obtained by kernel smoothing.

4.1. Example 1

On the top row of Fig. 2 are the perspective and contour views of the intensity function ë
from which the test data in this example were simulated. To study the effect of the amount

Fig. 2. Perspective plots and contour lines of the true intensity function in example 1 (top), and of the

kernel estimates and our posterior mean estimates from data 1 (rows 2 and 3) and from data 2 (rows 4 and

5). The dots in the contour plots indicate locations of the diagnostic points referred to in Figs 5 and 6.
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of data we used two different scalings,
�
ë � 500 and

�
ë � 3000, in producing the two

point patterns (Fig. 3) to be analysed, data 1 (536 points) and data 2 (3035 points)

respectively. As a benchmark, simple kernel density estimates multiplied by the number of

data points were calculated for both data sets, with bandwidths 0.07 and 0.04, respectively,

chosen by a few trials and errors. Re¯ective boundaries were applied to correct for the

®nite support. The kernel estimates are shown in the second and fourth rows of Fig. 2.

The hyperparameter values for our Bayesian procedure were chosen as ëî � 50, ì � 7:5

� log (1800), â � 0:99, and ó 2 � 0:003 after some experiments; the same values were used for

both data sets. As discussed in section 2, the choice of ì has little effect when â is close to 1.

This is illustrated by the fact that the same ì works reasonably well in both examples although

the intensity levels in the latter are 6 times as large as in the former.

The posterior mean estimates from simulation 1 (with data 1) and simulation 2 (data 2) are

shown on rows 3 and 5 of Fig. 2. We can see that piecewise constancy of the individual

realizations (almost) disappears in the posterior mean estimates, which form rather smooth

surfaces. For data 1 the two estimates seem almost identical, except for the somewhat smoother

appearance of the kernel density estimate. Adaptivity of our method becomes apparent in

estimates from data 2: on `̀ ¯at'' regions in the lower half of the square and further up the

`̀ valley'' our method yields a smooth surface, but it also allows for sudden changes in the

intensity level, for example on the steep slopes of the `̀ ridge'' in the north-east.

Table 1 makes some quantitative comparisons of our estimate from simulation 2 to kernel

density estimates with various bandwidths. To measure the success in restoring the original

Table 1. Statistics comparing our posterior mean estimate and various kernel estimates from data 2 of

example 1. First three rows measure the distance between the estimate and the true intensity, the bottom row

the ®t to the data (see text for details)

Kernel estimates, bandwidths

Our post.

mean 0.02 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.05 0.06

Mean absolute error 433 652 510 485 476 487 522

Root mean squared error 643 834 680 666 672 718 781

Mean relative squared error 11.7 16.1 13.2 12.9 12.9 13.5 14.5

÷2-®t to data 2228 1876 2157 2228 2279 2350 2404

Fig. 3. The test data of example 1; pattern data 1 with 536 points (left) and data 2 with 3035 points (right).
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intensity surface ë we calculated average absolute differences
P

ijë̂(xi)ÿ ë(xi)j=N , root mean

squared differences [
P

ifë̂(xi)ÿ ë(xi)g2=N ]1=2, and average relative squared differences

[
P

ifë̂(xi)ÿ ë(xi)g2=ë(xi)]=N between the estimated surfaces ë̂ and the true one with xi ranging

over the square grid of 50 3 50 points. All three statistics indicate that our estimate is closer to

the true intensity surface than any one of the kernel estimates considered. Goodness of ®t of the

estimates to the data was measured by a ÷2-statistic
P

i(oi ÿ ei)
2=ei comparing the observed

point counts oi � N (Ai) in square bins Ai of size 1=50 3 1=50 centred at xi to the expected

ones ei � ë̂(xi)=2500. Our estimate seems to ®t the data equally well as that kernel density

estimate which best reproduces the original intensity (bandwidth 0.035); naturally the ®t of

kernel estimates improves as the bandwidth gets smaller.

Figure 4 describes the realized tessellations in simulation 2. Three generating point patterns

î (m), m � 250, 500, 750 and the corresponding partitions E (î (m)) � fE
(m)
k g are shown along

with an image of average tile size over all sampled realizations as a function of location. More

precisely, let E
(m)
k(x) be that tile of the mth realization which contains point x. Then the average

tile size í(Ek(x)) at point x is de®ned to be the average of the sizes of tiles E
(m)
k(x), m � 1, . . ., M ,

and the shade in the image is lighter for larger í(Ek(x)). The ¯exibility of our method is well

illustrated: tiles are typically small in places where the intensity seems to change rapidly.

Boundaries of the ridge are clearly discernible both in the individual tessellations and in the

image of average tiles.

As an example of the convergence diagnostics we present Fig. 5. It contains the plots of

ë(m)(x) against m (the left-hand column of Fig. 5) from simulation 1 at three reference points

Fig. 4. Generating point patterns and corresponding Voronoi tessellations of realizations 250, 500 and 750

from the sample of simulation 2. The grey level image shows average sizes of tiles containing the reference

point; the darker the smaller.
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x � (0:2, 0:7), (0:4, 0:4), (0:8, 0:8) (see Fig. 2 for the locations), and the plots of corresponding

cumulative means

ë̂(x)m � 1

m

Xm

j�1

ë( j)(x) (4:2)

(solid lines) along with Monte Carlo error bands

ë̂(x)m � 2

���������������
ó 2

MC=m

q
, (4:3)

where ó 2
MC is an initial monotone sequence estimate (Geyer, 1992) of the asymptotic

Monte Carlo variance of
����
m
p

ë̂(x)m (the right hand column of Fig. 5). Our diagnostics do

not indicate any problems with the convergence.

Various features of the posterior distributions can be studied from the MCMC-samples. As an

example, Fig. 6 shows the estimates of the full marginal posterior densities of ë(x) from the two

simulations at the same reference points x as in Fig. 5. These are simple kernel density estimates

applied to the samples fë(1)(x), . . ., ë(M)(x)g from the marginal posteriors with bandwidth 150

applied for the samples from simulation 1 and 900 for simulation 2. We can see how the

posterior distributions of simulation 1 are relatively more spread out as there are less data.

Fig. 5. Intensity values of the realizations of simulation 1 at points x � (0:2, 0:7), (0:4, 0:4), (0:8, 0:8) (left

hand column). Their cumulative means (solid lines) along with error bands (dashed lines) of width twice the

estimated Monte Carlo standard deviation (right hand column). The straight horizontal lines show the true

intensity levels.
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4.2. Example 2

Here we divided the unit square to two halfs, with intensity 33 on the left hand half and

167 on the right. Figure 7 shows the simulated point pattern, and the contour lines at levels

50, 100 and 150 of the kernel density estimate with re¯exive boundaries and bandwidth

0.1, and of our posterior mean estimate with prior parameters ëî � 5, ì � 4:6 � log (100),

â � 0:9, and ó 2 � 0:1. Kernel estimation with constant bandwidth can not do much better

than this, since the contour lines are too far apart due to too much smoothing, but on the

other hand the bend in the contour line at level 150 suggests that more smoothing would

be required there.

Figure 8 shows marginal posterior densities (kernel estimates with bandwidth 20 from the

MCMC-sample) at points x � (0:1, 0:1), (0:5, 0:5), and (0:9, 0:9). Note the bimodality of the

posterior at (0:5, 0:5) lying on the edge between the two domains of constant intensity level.

4.3. Example 3

Finally, we studied a point pattern of 204 Japanese black pines in an area of 10 3 10

metres (Numata, 1964). Assuming a non-homogeneous Poisson process model, Ogata &

Katsura (1988) presented an estimate of the intensity function and pointwise standard errors

of the logarithm of the estimate as their ®g. 2. We tried to produce comparable plots by

Fig. 6. Posterior density estimates for the intensity values at points x � (0:2, 0:7) (solid lines), (0:4, 0:4)

(dashed lines), and (0:8, 0:8) (dotted lines) from simulation 1 (left) and simulation 2 (right). The dots on the

estimated density curves are horizontally located at the corresponding true intensity values.

Fig. 7. Simulated data (left), kernel density estimate (middle), and our posterior mean estimate (right) from

example 2. Contour lines are at levels 50, 100 and 150.
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tuning our prior parameters so that the range of estimated intensity values is about the

same as in Ogata & Katsura (1988). The posterior mean estimate with ëî � 20, ì � 5

� log (150), â � 0:99, and ó 2 � 0:02 is shown as the top row of Fig. 9, and the bottom

row shows the surface of standard deviations in the samples fë(k)(x)g of intensity values

Fig. 8. Posterior density estimates of the intensity values at points x � (0:1, 0:1) (solid line), (0:5, 0:5)

(dashed line), and (0:9, 0:9) (broken line) in example 2.

Fig. 9. Contour lines and perspective plots of the posterior mean estimate (top row, contour levels

1:2, 1:4, . . ., 3:2) and pointwise posterior standard deviations (bottom row, contour levels 0:25, 0:3,

. . ., 0:45) in example 3. The data points are plotted on the contour plots.
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from the posterior. Although the ranges of intensity estimates are almost equal, the surfaces

of Ogata & Katsura (1988) are much smoother. Our standard errors are of the same order,

but somewhat larger on average, than those of Ogata & Katsura.

5. Discussion

We have introduced a Bayesian method for non-parametric estimation of a spatial intensity.

The underlying model is built from simple elements, and the prior distribution is easy to

understand and to quantify. There is also built-in adaptivity, which was shown to work in

practice in our examples.

Prediction outside the sample window S can be directly implemented to our method. Suppose,

for example, that we are asked to predict the number of points within domain A, which is not

included in S. Then we simply choose E so that it contains both S and A, and approximate the

probability

Pr (N (A) � N jx) �
�

Pr (N (A) � N jë) Pr (dëjx) �
�
fexp (ÿË)ËN=N !g Pr (dëjx), (5:1)

where Ë � � Aë(x) dx, by the average of exp (ÿË(m))(Ë(m))N=N ! over the Monte Carlo

sample from the posterior. Here the correlation between intensity levels on neighbouring

domains, implied by a positive value of â, is especially important.

It is not essential that the surface to be estimated is an intensity function. In particular, we can

use the obvious and well-known connection between a Poisson process and independent random

sampling to estimate bivariate densities: considering a bounded sampling window S � R2, and

conditionally on having observed N points from a Poisson process with intensity function ë to

be inside this window, we can view them as a simple random sample from a distribution having

density

f S(x) �
�

S

ë(y)í(dy)

� �ÿ1

ë(x), x 2 S:

Having produced an MCMC sample fë(m): 1 < m < Mg of intensity functions from the

posterior, all we have to do is to normalize these estimates, dividing each ë(m) by the

corresponding integral
�

Së(m)(y)í(dy), thereby arriving at a sample f f (m)g of probability

densities.

More generally, our method can be applied to other surface estimation problems such as

regression analysis or image restoration. It is tempting to view it (along with the one-

dimensional version described in Arjas & Heikkinen, 1997) as just one module in a Bayesian

`̀ inference-machine'' involving larger models with various parameter curves and surfaces. Such

work is currently being pursued by the authors in the context of Poisson point processes with

concomitant variables.

Our ®nal remark concerns the link our estimation problem has to more classical inference

from a Cox process. The fact that, in Bayesian inference, the intensity function is considered as

a random process with respect to the prior means that the data points can be viewed as coming

from a doubly stochastic Poisson process. The difference between the two problem formulations

is that our estimation is concerned with ®nding out about the `̀ true'' intensity function, whereas

classical inference from a Cox process would typically be more focused on the estimation of the

underlying structural parameters governing the random intensity. A natural way to deal with

such a problem in the present Bayesian context would be to add one more layer of parameters to

the hierarchical model, interpreting the present hyperparameters as random variables drawn

from an underlying prior, and then estimating them jointly with the intensity function.
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